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Repair mechanism, a language act that is more than often associated with human 
instinct to make corrections and improvements, can be observed in both simultaneous 
interpreting (SI) and spontaneous speech production (SSP). While enormous 
academic efforts have been devoted to repairs in SSP, repairs in SI have received little 
attention so far from researchers.  
Seeking to find the motivators behind repairs in SI and better understand 
interpreter’s mind at work, the author draws on the concepts established in the field of 
psycholinguistics, and probes into the nature of SSP and SI, aiming at defining 
SI-specific repairs and building an applicable repair mechanism in SI. 
    This thesis consists of six chapters. 
Chapter bringⅠ s out the topic of this thesis through brief explanation of the 
research background, question, structure and significance.  
Chapter servesⅡ  as the theoretical foundation for this thesis and offers a detailed 
comparison between SSP and SI, two generally similar yet distinct language activities, 
indicating that despite their similar function and parallel processing, they still bear 
disparities in terms of the number of languages involved, speech sourcing and pacing, 
mental and cognitive load, etc. 
Chapter  further elaborates on the classification of repair mechanism in SSP Ⅲ
developed by Levelt in early 1980s, investigating into the root causes behind each 
repair and subcategories of overt repairs and covert repairs. . 
Chapter offers two sets of repⅣ air mechanisms inspired by detailed comparisons 
between SSP and SI: Similarity-inspired repair mechanism and disparity-inspired 
repair mechanism. SI-specific repairs such as input/output –generated repairs, 
speaker-generated repairs are further demonstrated.   
Chapter  conducts a case study to Ⅴ identify the reliability and limitations of two 














suggestions for further research are added.  
Chapter  concludes this thesis by callⅥ ing for more interdisciplinary cooperation 
and research in the field of SI in the hope of unveiling the remaining mysteries of SI 
process. 
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